
When you research information, make sure that you use only very….. sources.
A) rely.       B) reliability.    C) reliably.     D) reliable

Slow breathing allows for full…… of the lungs
A) expand.     B) expandable.    C) expensive.   D) expansion.

Ahmed was…. Much more successful than his older brother.
A) academician.  B) Academy.    C) academic.    D) academically.

  The new chairman appears to be trying to assure his…with a set of a changes
A) dominance.    B) dominantly.   C) dominant.    D) dominate.

One of the good things about teaching young children is their…..
A) enthusiast.  B) enthusiasm.   C) enthusiastically.  D) enthusiastic.

Farmers in the Jordan Valley…. their fields yearly to guarantee go to products.
A) fertilisation. B) fertilise. C) fertiliser. D) fertile.

 Please do not send….. documents with your job application.
A) originate. B) original. C) originally. D) originality.

The significant…. Of the study will be discussed further later.
A) contradict. B) contradiction..  c) contradictory. D) contradictorily.

It is too difficult for anyone using a wheelchair to…… the building
A) accessing.    B) access.    C) accessibility.     D) accessible.

Because of traffic jam, it is… Impossible for me to get home in less than an hour.
A) practical.     B) practice.     C) practitioner.      D)practically.

The 20th century brought about… changes in our lifestyles.
A) revolutionarily.      B) revolutionary.     C) revolutionise.    D) revolutionist.

In addition to teaching…… first students, Rasha teaches children’s literature.
A) linguistics.       B) linguistically.       C) linguist.      D) linguistic.

Wages were fixed at the time of recruitment and were not……by anyone.
A) negotiator.    B) negotiable.    C) negotiation.     D) negotiate.

 Public areas and buildings are now more….. to people with disabilities.
A) access.    B) accesses.      C) accessibility.       D) accessible

I avoid drinks which are…..prepared when having my main meals. 
A) artifice.      C) artificer.      B) artificially.      D) artificial 

Abeer teaches Maths. She is a brilliant…….in my school.
A) mathematician B) mathematical C) mathematics D) mathematically

Several errors in this report need........ as soon as possible
A) corrected    B) correction. C) corrective D) correctly

The land became wonderfully…… and produce more than enough food. 
A) fertilise        B) fertiliser.       C) fertilisation      D) fertile

Scientists have.......... invented a prosthetic hand with a sense of touch.
 A) success.       B) successfully.   C) successful.       D) succeed

1.d    7.b.     13.b.     19.b
2.d    8.b.     14.d         20.d
3.d.   9.b.     15.b
4.a.   10.d.    16.a
5.b.   11.b.    17.b
6.b.   12.a.    18.d
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Many people had to be.......... after being exposed to the diseases. 
A) immunity B) immune C) immunisation D) immunised

20)
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…… is the business of housing, serving and maintaining files for one or more websites.
A) Web hosting.      B) privacy settings.     C) identity fraud.  D) computer chip.

The…. figures show that Jordan’s health care system is successful.
A) side-effect.   B) life expectancy.   C) viable option.   D) email exchange

Elderly people often suffer from…. Which is difficult to treat.
A) radiotherapy.     B) inoculation.   C) dementia.   D) acupuncture

Do you have a music lesson this weekend? The underlined word can be replaced by
A) optional.  B) minority.    C) tuition.   D) motive.

Rashid has just left the school. No, he’s a university……..
A) undergraduate.    B) postgraduate.   C) diploma.   D) Master’s degree.

…. Is illegal actions using the identity of someone else, normally to buy things.
A) identity fraud. B) privacy settings.   C) security settings.  D) floppy disk

Modern computers need a special…… to run them before using
A) decade.  B) programs.  C) models.  D) generations.

It’s important to encourage young people and help them develop….
A) seatbelt.   B) medical trails.   C) side-effects.  D) self-confidence..

Masdar city will be blueprint for for future ….that will inspire similar megaprojects
A)carbon footprint.  B)biological waste.    C)urban planning.    D)negative effect.

Environmental….has increased dramatically over the past decade.
A)awareness.    B)track record.  C)extraction.  D)negotiable.

I have got a huge feeling of…..after a hard work in my graduation project 
A)satisfaction.   B)secure.    C)rewarding.    D)conscientious.

……means’ speaking, reading or writing in more than two languages.
A) simulator.     B) participants.     C) experiment.     D) multilingual.

……. It’s to construct a website that currently doesn’t exist.
A) monitor a website.    B) share a website.   C) create a website.     D) compare a website

Medicines that are not the normal, traditionally exhibited treatments are known as……
A) homeopathy.       B) acupuncture.       C) complementary.       D) conventional

You must not take any allergy medicine without consulting a…….
A) physician.       B) arithmetic.       C) mathematician.     D) philosopher.

You can increase your employment…… by having an international degree.
A) lifelong.    B) linguistically.     C) prospects.     D)Compulsory. 

When you can improve that you have experience, you have a…….
A) sales pitch.    B) package holiday.   C) target market.      D) track record.

1.a.   2.b.   3.c.     4.c
5.a.    6.a.   7.b.    8.d
9.c.    10.a.   11.a.   
12..d.    13.c.   14.c. 
15.a.     16.c.    17.d
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Online diary 
-The underlined phrase in the text above can be replaced by

A) access
B) blog
C) program
D) calculation

To.... information is to give the results of your research in a presentation.
A) send.  B) monitor.     C) present.       D) compare

 You must wear a …..in a car , whether you're the driver or a passenger.
A) prosthetic.    B) equipment.     C) seat belt.       D) waterproof

Ali is very good with numbers. He always scores high in 
A) polymath       B) chemist       C) grid.       D) arithmetic

Good …….is essential if patients are to make a quick recovery.
A) nutrition     B) circulation    C) dominance.   D) concentration
Polite children who behave in a good manner don't............. or upset any one.
A) make a start.    B) do a deal.      C) cause offence.       D) take a break

The first computer game was produced in 1962 CE, followed two years later by the computer mouse. In 1971 CE, 
the floppy disk was invented. The first PC (personal computer) was produced in 1974 CE, so people could buy 
computers to use at home. In 1983 CE, people could buy a laptop for the first time. Then, in 1990 CE, the British 
scientist Tim Berners-Lee developed the World Wide Web.

- It was in .......... that the first computer mouse was produced.
A) 1962 CE.      B) 1974 CE.      C) 1964 CE        D) 1971 CE

- The word that means (requiring a lot of effort) is........
A) strenuous.       B) moderate.      C) mixture    D) calories

- The device which will save workers in emergency cases is........
 A) a heart monitor.     B) a cleaning robot      C) a prosthetic leg       D) a fireproof helmet

Unlike some other countries in the Middle East, Jordan does not have large oil or gas
reserves. Therefore, Jordan has to import oil and gas for its energy needs. Its other main imports are cars, medicines 
and wheat. In 2013 CE, 23.6% of Jordan's imports were from Saudi Arabia. This was followed by the EU, with 
17.6% of its imports. Other imports have come from China and the United States 

- In 2013 CE, nearly 18% of Jordan's main imports came from ........
A) Saudi Arabia.      B) EU.        C) China.       D) the United States

 School students in the USA and the UK were spending the least time at school, with an average school year of 187 
days. The typical Jordanian school year is longer than this. However, none of these are nearly as long as the school 
years in countries like Japan and South Korea. South Koreans attend school for 220 days per year, and in Japan, the 
school year numbers 243 days.
- The typical Jordanian school year is....... days.
A) more than 187.      B) less than 187.        C) nearly 187.       D) exactly 187

Our country has a high standard of education. This is mainly due to the fact that the government considers education a 
necessity. All schools, from kindergarten to secondary, are the responsibility of the Ministry of Education (MOE). Pre-
school and kindergarten education is optional, followed by ten years of free, compulsory education. - Jordan has a high 
standard of education because
A) pre-school and kindergarten education is optional.
B) schools are the responsibility of the Ministry of Education.
C) students enter university for higher education.
 D) education is considered as an essential requirement.
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 If strangers find out enough information about you, they can access your........ easily.
A) floppy disk.       B) security settings.    C) identity fraud.     D) computer chip

 Students can............ to the website of their school; they can post work and photos
A) share.     B) compare.      C) contribute      D) create

I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely out of the blue.
The underlined colour idiom in the sentence above means...........
 A) unexpectedly        B) angry.     C) permission.       D) a useless possession

 Please hurry up. Let's not.......... missing the speech of the president.
A) risk.      B) catch.       C) inspire.         D) get

. Ibn Sina was influenced as a young man by the works of the. ...... Aristotle.
 A) arithmetic       B) geometry.        C) philosopher       D) chemistry
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People have been using smart phones since they… In the early 2000s.
A) have invented. B) invented.  C) are invented.    D) were invented.

During the previous decade, computer companies… tablets in different shapes
A) manufacture.  B) manufactured.    C) were manufactured.  D) has manufactured.

In the ancient Olympic Games, winners…a medal, an olive branch had a diploma.
A)are awarded.   B)were awarding.    C)were awarded.     D)had awarded.

Many world animals become more aggressive when they……
A) are captured.     B) capturing.      C) had been captured.     D) has captured.

Ghina …. Her bedroom when her friends arrived to her house.
A) is cleaning.     B) were cleaning.   C) was cleaning.   D) will be cleaning.

 Fresh meals……. to be good for concentration.
A) has been proved.      B) have proved       C) have been proved.       D) had proved

Salam………her report when the light in her room switched itself off.
C) types.     A) was typing.     B) is typing.    D)was typed 

Tenses

-Past simple

-Past continuous

Passive voice



We…..the coach to come for half an hour in the gym.
A) have been waiting.     B) had been waited.   C) has been waiting.    D) have been waited.

Nowadays, many doctors……..homoeopathy a viable option for some diseases.
A) Were considered.   B) are considered.       C) consider.                 D) had considered

Students in my country….. very classes online since last semester
A) are attended.      B) has been attending.    C) would attend.    D) have been attending.

 Jawad worked very hard for several years, and then he bought a new car. The sentence which has a 
similar meaning to the one above is:
A) Before Jawad had bought a new car, he worked very hard for several years. 
B) Before Jawad had worked very hard for several years, he bought a new car.
C) Before Jawad worked very hard for several years, he had bought a new car. 
D) Before Jawad bought a new car, he had worked very hard for several years.

People……….microwaves in their houses since they were invented. 
A) have been used      B) had used.       C) were using.      D) have been using

Lina took medical training courses in France and then she went back home.
 -The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is ...............
A) Before Lina took medical training courses in France, she went back home. 
B) Before Lina went back home, she had taken medical training courses in France.
C) Before Lina had taken medical training courses in France, she went back home. 
D) Before Lina had gone back home, she took medical training courses in France.

Present perfect continuous

Past perfect

Simple present



Do you know what research… In medicine at the moment?
A) is happened. B) is happening.   C) were happening.  D) happen.

When maysoon was a student, she …. Very hard in her summer vacations.

A) used to working. B) used to work.  C) use to working.  D) use to work.

It is normal for my children now to share their stuff with other students.
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is…

A) my children used to share their stuff with other student.
B) my children are used to share their stuff with other students
C) my children used to sharing their stuff with other students.
D) my children are used to sharing their stuff with other students

There…… we so much pollution, but these days it is a global problem
A) didn’t use to.     B) was used to.     C) wasn’t used to.     D) used to have.

My grandfather retired a month ago.he isn’t… Nothing to do all day.
A) use to have.      B) used having.     C) used to having.      D) used to have.

I am used to teaching my students through social media.
The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:
A) It had been normal for me to teach my students through social media.
B) It was normal for me to teaching my students through social media. 
C) It is normal for me now to teach my students through social media.
D) It isn't normal for me now to teach my students through social media.

) My mother was very tired; she........ all afternoon for a special family dinner.
A) is cooking.       B) has been cooking.        C) cooks.     D) had been cooking

Present continuous

Present  perfect

Used to/use to



Future perfect

This time next year, they… For their graduation project.
A) will be preparing.  B) have prepared.   C) be prepared.   D) have been preparing.

By 2023 CE, VA… The new electric motorway in my town

A) will be opened.   B) have been opened.   C) have opened.  D) will have opened.

This time next month, my family… themselves for moving to a new house. 
A) have been preparing.  B) have prepared.  C) were preparing.  D) will be preparing.

We are late! By the time we get to the restaurant, the guests……
A) have been left.   B) will have left.    C) would have left.   D) have been leaving.

Ryan had his computer….. as it has stopped working.
A) is repaired.      B) repaired.   C) was repaired.  D) will repair.

Khalid had his new novel ........... into three different languages. 
A) is translated     B) was translated.    C) translated.   D) will translate

15) We won't be home tomorrow night. We... the football match at the stadium. 
A) will be watching      B) have watched.     C) have been watching.      D) were watching

I asked someone to send my text message.
The correct causative form of the sentence above is:
A) I have sent my message.    B) I had my text message sent.
C) My text message was sent.   D) I had sent my text message.

We won't be home tomorrow night. We…….. the football match at the stadium. 
A) were watching       B) will be watching       C) have watched       D) had been watching

Causative



Reported speech

I chose different colours to paint my bedroom last week.
The correct reported speech form of the above sentence is……

A) Maha said that she had chosen different colours to paint my bedroom the week before.
B) Maha said that she had chosen different colours to paint her bedroom the week before.
C) mum has said that I had to choose in different colours to paint my bedroom the week after
D) mother said that she has chosen different colours to paint her bedroom this week.

I bought my new coat from the bazar yesterday
-The correct reported speech form of the sentence above is…

A) Maha told me that she had bought her a new coat from the bazar the day before.
B) Maha told me that she has bought my new code from the bazar the day before.
C) Maha told me that I had bought her anew coat from the bazar the day before.
D) Maha told me that she had bought my new code from the bazar day.
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"I have been to Baghdad three times with my family."
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is:
A) Ban told Sameera that they have been to Baghdad three times with my family. 
B) Ban told Sameera that I had been to Baghdad three times with your family.
C) Ban told Sameera that we have been to Baghdad three times with her family.
D) Ban told Sameera that she had been to bgaagd three times with her family.

"We were painting our living room yesterday."
-The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is 
A) Marwan told Ali that they were painting their living room the day after.
B) Marwan told Ali that they have been painting their living room the day before.
C) Marwan told Ali that they were painting our living room the day after.
D) Marwan told Ali that they had been painting their living room the day before.

 "I went to the theatre with my friends." 
The correct reported speech of the sentence above is:
A) Ibraheem said that he had gone to the theatre with his friends. 
B) Ibraheem said that he have gone to the theatre with my friends.
C) Ibraheem said that he went to the theatre with her friends.
D) Ibraheem said that he has gone to the theatre with his friends.



If clause 

I wouldn’t have gone to my friends party, if he…. me.
A) hadn’t invited.    B) had invited.  C) haven’t invited.  D) have invited.

If public transport is efficient, people …. Using their cars.
A) stop.    B) would stop.    C) stopped.      D) will be stopped.

I wouldn’t have visited Cairo if I… My passport
A) haven’t issued.     B) had issued.    C) have issued.    D) hadn’t issued.

I had a headache yesterday, and I didn’t do well in the driving test . 
The Sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is.
A) if I had had a headache yesterday, I might not have done well in the driving test.
B) If I haven’t had a headache yesterday, I might not have done well in the driving test.
C) If I hadn’t had a headache yesterday, I might not have done well in the driving test.
D) if I hadn’t had a headache yesterday, I might have done well in the driving test.

Huda left her map at home, so she wasn’t able to enjoy the trip in the forest.
-The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is……
A) if Huda hadn’t left her map at home, she couldn’t enjoy the trip in the forest.
B) if Huda had left her map at home, she could have enjoyed the trip in the forest.
C) if Huda had left her map at home, she couldn’t enjoy the trip in the forest.
D) if Huda hadn’t left her map at home, she could have enjoyed the trip in the forest.

It is normal for most doctors now to treat patients in their clinics.
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is:
A) Most doctors used to treating patients in their clinics. 
B) Most doctors are used to treating patients in their clinics.
C) Most doctors used to treat patients in their clinics.
D) Most doctors are used to treat patients in their clinics.



Scientists designed a system ….. could transmits radio signals between countries.
A) which.     B) where.    C) who.      D) when.

Ali Ibn Nafi’, who was born in 789CE established the first music school in Cordoba.
-The sentence which emphasises the underlined words is……
A) it was in 789CE that Ali Ibn Nafi’ established the first music school in Cordoba.
B) the person who established the first music of school in Cordoba was Ali Ibn Nafi’.
C) is the you when Ali ibn Nafi’ established the first music school in Cordoba was 789CE.
D) the thing that Ali Ibn Nafi’ established in Cordoba was the first music school.

Ellie is the person…….. is believed to be responsible for the design of the tower
A) whose.      B) who.       C) when.       D) where

Dr Jamal revolutionised the nutrition system in the world. 
The sentence which emphasises the underlined words is:
A) The thing that Dr Jamal revolutionised in the world was the nutrition system.
B) The person who revolutionised the nutrition system in the world is Dr Jamal.
 C) It was Dr Jamal who revolutionised the nutrition system in the world.
 D) The thing which revolutionised Dr Jamal was the nutrition system in the world.

It is for his work in geometry ……. Al-Kindy is especially famous. 
A) who.       B) that.     C) where.    D) when

The person who won Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988 was Naguib Mahfouz.
-The sentence which emphasises the underlined words is:
 A) The year when Naguib Mahfouz won Nobel Prize for Literature was 1988.
B) The person who won Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988 was Naguib Mahfouz. 
C) It was Naguib Mahfouz who won Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988.
D) The thing that Naguib Mahfouz won in 1988 was Nobel Prize for Literature.

The thing………Ali ibn Nafi' in the world was the musical theory. 
A) that/revolotionised     B) which/revolutionised     C) who/rivolutionised.    D) whose /ravolutionised

Fatima al-Fihri used her father's inheritance to build a learning centre in Fez, Morocco. This learning centre became 
Morocco's top university, and it is where many students from all over the world come to study. Moreover, it was 
Fatima's sister, Mariam, who supervised the building of the Andalus Mosque, which was not far from the learning 
centre.
- The underlined word (which) in the text refers to........
A) Morocco's top university      C) the Andalus Mosque.      B) the learning centre      D)Fez,Morocco

The person……………………………………………………………………….
A) who invented Al-Jazari the mechanical clock was in the twelfth century.
B) who invented in the twelfth century the mechanical clock was Al-Jazari.
C) who invented the twelfth century in the mechanical clock was 
D) who invented in the twelfth century Al-Jazari was the mechanical clock.

Clift sentences

Relative Pronounce



Accessories

1.Linking words

Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East. This is largely… The country‘s  commitment to 
making healthcare for all a top priority.
A) because.   B) although.  C) therefore.   D) because of.

2. Spelling+ punctuation.
If I were you…. I would employ someone who is keen or someone who is….
A),/conscientious      B)./consciantious    C);/consceentious    D),/consceintious

Because of the large….…..From his aunt……. Zaid was able to buy his own boat.
A) inharitance/,        B) inheretance/.       C) inheritance/,    D) inhiritance/.

My grandfather has ....... in his fingers....... so he sometimes finds it difficult to write.
A) arthretis /,    C) arthratis/:       B) arthritis/,      D) arthrites/.

He seems to be capable of holding a number of apparently…….attitudes.
A) cuntradictory.       B) cantradictory.      C) contradictory.     D) contradectory

relating to or happening in one particular country and not involving any other countries
A) Demestic/!         C) Domastic/?        B) Domestic/.      D) Domistic/

The Correct punctuated sentence is:
A) During the meeting. I made sure that my voice and Body language were controlled. 
B) During the meeting, I made sure that my Voice and body language were controlled! 
C) During the meeting, I made sure that my voice and body language were controlled. 
D) During the meeting. I made sure that my voice and body Language were controlled.

However….
The underlined linking word in the text above indicates
A) opposition.    B) consequence.     C) addition.      D) cause

Before doctors decide how to treat patients
they look at the
A),/symptoms      B) ./semptoms     C) / simptoms            D), symptems

The majority of the Jordanian economy is……. by services, mostly travel 
and tourism.
A) daminated        B) domenated.         C) dominated.      D) duminated

35) The correctly edited sentence is:
A) By working hard, you will earn the respect of your boss.
 B) By working hard. You will iarn the respect of your boss. 
C) By working hard; you will airn the respect of your boss. 
D) By working hard, you will aern the respect of your boss.
 The........ views of the meeting were not rejected by the manager. 
A) contradictory      B) contradectory     C) contradactory     D) contradoctory
The book.......... into English from the……Arabic text.
A) has translated / original
B) has been translated / original
C) has been translated / origenal 
D) has translated / origenal



3.writing

The aim of this report is to provide information concerning participation in the arts in London, England.
A) a recommendation.     B) a conclusion.     C) a reporting information.    D) an introduction

You are sofa will tell you when you need to stand up and get some exercise
A) onomatopoeia.   B) personification.     C) simile.     D) metaphor.

Fatima Khalid, Arabic teacher at my secondary school.
In curriculum vitae, the above given information about Fatima represents one of the following headings:

A) personal attributes.   B) contact details.  C) reference.  D) work experience.

Modern/environment / helps / recycled / which / the/ sustainability/. / cities
water of /the /, /use
 The sentence that has the correct order of the words and phrases above is:
A) Modern recycled cities help water which, use the sustainability of the environment. 
B) Modern cities sustainability, use the recycled water which helps of the environment.
 C) Modern cities, help recycled water which use the sustainability of the environment.
D) Modern cities use recycled water, which helps the sustainability of the environment.

Treatment and medicines will taste as delicious as real food. 
-The underlined words in the sentence above represent one of the following rhetorical devices:
A) metaphor.      B) onomatopoeia.       C) simile.      D) personification

The sentence that has been written correctly is:
A) When each side changes their position so that a little they have managed to
compromise they can agree.
B) When each side changes a little so that they can agree their position, they have
managed to compromise. 
C) When a little each side changes their position so that they have managed to compromise, they can agree.
D) When each side changes their position a little so that they can agree, they have managed to compromise.

The sentence that has been written correctly is:
A) Keep up your chin everything I'm sure will be fine in the end!
 B) Keep everything up; I'm sure your chin will be fine in the end.
C) Keep your chin up! I'm sure everything will be fine in the end.
D) Keep your everything up: I'm sure chin will be fine in the end!

It's important to / self-confidence / develop / and help them/young people/ encourage 
The sentence that has the correct order of the words and phrases above is:
A) It's important to encourage and help them young people develop self-confidence. 
B) It's important to encourage young people and help them develop self-confidence.
C) It's important to young people them develop and help encourage self-confidence. 
D) It's important to help them and develop encourage young people self-confidence.


